WAC 296-17A-6207 Classification 6207.

6207-00 Carnivals - Traveling

Applies to those employees of an employer engaged in operating traveling carnivals, who are drivers and/or engaged in the set up and/or tear down of mechanical and nonmechanical amusement rides, and any temporary structure associated with a traveling carnival such as, but not limited to, game, food, or souvenir concession booths, mobile offices, aid rooms or ticket booths.

This classification excludes clerical office employees who are assigned to a permanent office location with no outside duties who may be reported separately in classification 4904 provided all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met; clerical employees who travel with the carnival or with ride operators and who work out of a mobile office, ride operators, game attendants, ticket sellers/takers and personnel involved in the care, custody, and maintenance of carnival facilities who are to be reported separately in classification 6208; establishments engaged in operating mechanical or nonmechanical rides at a permanent location which are to be reported separately in classification 6208; and establishments engaged in operating video or amusement game arcades at a permanent location, not within or operated in connection with an amusement park, which are to be reported separately in classification 6406.

Special note: Permanent shop employees, and those employees assigned to the shop during the winter quartering period may be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set forth in WAC 296-17-31018 have been met.

6207-01 Circuses - Traveling

Applies to establishments engaged in operating a traveling circus. Work contemplated by this classification includes all preparations, operations and maintenance normally performed by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification. Employments include, but are not limited to, drivers, trainers, performers, ticket sellers/takers, clerical staff who travel with the circus, set up/tear down of mechanical and nonmechanical rides, concession booths or stands, mobile offices, aid rooms, ticket booths and all other temporary structures associated with a traveling circus.

This classification excludes clerical office employees who are assigned to a permanent office location with no outside duties, who may be reported separately in classification 4904 provided all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

Special note: Classifications 6208 and 5206 do not apply to circus operations.

6207-02 Amusement rides - Traveling

Applies to establishments engaged in operating mechanical or nonmechanical amusement rides. Employments contemplated by this classification include, but are not limited to, drivers and all employees engaged in the set up and tear down, operation, and maintenance of mechanical and nonmechanical rides and all other temporary structures associated with the amusement rides. This classification also includes automobile stunt shows, such as monster trucks or motorcycle car jumps, that perform for entertainment purposes. Covered employments associated with automobile stunt shows include, but are not limited
to, drivers, mechanics, and maintenance employees who set up and take
down ramps or other structures used in the show.

This classification excludes clerical office employees who are
assigned to a permanent office location with no outside duties, who
may be reported separately in classification 4904 provided all the
conditions of the general reporting rule covering standard exception
employees have been met; clerical employees who travel with the amuse-
ment operations and work out of a mobile office, ride operators, atten-
tends, ticket sellers/takers, and personnel involved in the care, custo-
dy, and maintenance of amusement facilities who may be reported
separately in classification 6208; employers engaged in operating me-
chanical or nonmechanical rides at a permanent location which are to
be reported separately in classification 6208; and establishments en-
gaged in operating video or amusement game arcades at a permanent lo-
cation, not within or operated in connection with an amusement park,
which are to be reported separately in classification 6406.

Special note: Permanent shop employees, and those employees as-
signed to the shop during the winter quartering period, may be repor-
ted separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set
forth in WAC 296-17A-5206 have been met.

6207-03 Rodeos

Applies to establishments engaged in the production of rodeos. Employments contemplated by this classification include all operations
normally performed by employees of an employer having operations sub-
ject to this classification such as, but not limited to, drivers and
all arena employees, setting up/tearing down temporary enclosures/
structures/bleachers, clowns, gate openers, animal handlers, ticket
sellers/takers, first-aid staff, and clerical staff who travel with
the rodeo.

This classification excludes clerical office employees who are
assigned to a permanent office location with no outside duties, who
may be reported separately in classification 4904 provided all the
conditions of the general reporting rule covering standard exception
employees have been met; and stock handlers who contract with a rodeo
producer to supply horses, bulls, or other rodeo animals, who are to
be reported separately in classification 7302.

Special note: Classifications 6208 and 5206 do not apply to ro-
deos.

6207-04 Fireworks exhibition

Applies to establishments engaged in producing pyrotechnic exhib-
tions. This classification includes purchasing ready made fireworks,
setting up displays, timing fuses, lighting the fireworks, and clean-
ing up.

This classification excludes establishments engaged in the manu-
facture of fireworks which are to be reported separately in classifi-
cation 3701.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 51.04.020 and 51.16.035. WSR 15-11-063,  296-17A-6207, filed 5/19/15, effective 7/1/15; WSR 14-17-085,  296-17A-6207, filed 8/19/14, effective 9/19/14; WSR 13-11-128,  296-17A-6207, filed 5/21/13, effective 7/1/13. WSR 07-01-014, recodi-
fied as  296-17A-6207, filed 12/8/06, effective 12/8/06. Statutory
Authority: RCW 51.16.035. WSR 99-18-068,  296-17-693, filed 8/31/99,
effective 10/1/99; WSR 98-18-042,  296-17-693, filed 8/28/98, effective
10/1/98; WSR 96-12-039,  296-17-693, filed 5/31/96, effective
7/1/96; WSR 86-12-041 (Order 86-18),  296-17-693, filed 5/30/86, ef-
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fective 7/1/86; WSR 85-24-032 (Order 85-33), § 296-17-693, filed 11/27/85, effective 1/1/86; WSR 85-06-026 (Order 85-7), § 296-17-693, filed 2/28/85, effective 4/1/85; Order 77-27, § 296-17-693, filed 11/30/77, effective 1/1/78; Order 73-22, § 296-17-693, filed 11/9/73, effective 1/1/74.]